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Abstract

After decades of neglect, adult numeracy and mathematics education are coming to be recognised as worthy of serious research but the area is beset by conceptual difficulties. Adult numeracy and mathematics may at last be ‘on the educational research map’, but where exactly are they on the map? This article explores the question of what is specific about research in adult numeracy and mathematics education. It reviews ways of conceptualising adult numeracy and mathematics education for research purposes and considers the implications of these conceptualisations for research and for the development of the field.
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Introduction

In the latest International Handbook of Research on Mathematics Education, it is suggested that:
- adult mathematics teaching and learning deserve attention in their own right;
- practice and research in adult mathematics education demand a broad conception of mathematics that is not limited to specialized mathematics…;
- there is a coalition of interests in the field across a wide spectrum of related or contributing disciplines;
- there is a recognition that research must be closely linked with practice in a field where development and improvement in practice have priority status; and
- the community of researchers is truly international...

(FitzSimons, Coben, & O'Donoghue, 2003, p.117)

The inclusion of an adult-focussed chapter in the International Handbook attests to the growing international recognition of the importance of research and development in this area. While most research about mathematics education focuses on children (Dossey, 1992), adult mathematics teaching and learning both deserve, and are beginning to receive attention in their own right. Adult numeracy and mathematics are at last ‘on the educational research map’, but where exactly are they on the map and what is specific about research in this area?

In attempting to answer these questions, I shall first explore debates in the international research community, including the relationship between numeracy, mathematics, adult literacy
and lifelong education, before turning to consider what kind of studies should be prioritised, given that “research must be closely linked with practice in a field where development and improvement in practice have priority status” (FitzSimons et al., 2003, p.117).

**Adult numeracy and mathematics teaching and learning**

The conception of mathematics implied by adult mathematics education is broad and inclusive, encompassing diverse areas of activity, including:

- specialized mathematics and service mathematics (as in higher education), school mathematics, vocational mathematics, street mathematics, mathematics for everyday living, and adult numeracy. (FitzSimons et al., 2003)

Against this background, the specificity of adult numeracy and mathematics teaching and learning is the subject of a wide-ranging and passionate debate amongst researchers and practitioners, much of it conducted through Adults Learning Mathematics – A Research Forum (ALM).

A key feature of the debate has been attempts to map the position of adult numeracy and mathematics teaching and learning (which I shall abbreviate to ANMTL) in relation to neighbouring fields of research and practice in order to establish what is specific about it. In one sense this is a question of positioning ANMTL amongst what Becher calls the ‘academic tribes and territories’ (Becher, 1989; Becher & Trowler, 2001). It matters because if research in ANMTL is to develop and inform practice and policy, it needs to have a sound academic base. Arguably this is what has been happening through the community of researchers and practitioners gathered together through ALM and other national and international fora, such as successive Working Groups of the International Congress on Mathematics Education (ICME). Becher concludes that groups of academics representing a discipline are closely linked to the characteristics and culture of the professional knowledge domain to which they belong. This is true of academic researchers in ANMTL, who reflect the diversity of ANMTL as a field of practice in their professional backgrounds as, for example, adult numeracy, literacy or ESOL (English for Speakers of Other Languages) practitioners, university lecturers teaching Mathematics as a service subject, tutors preparing students for access to further study or training for which Mathematics is required, teachers of vocational subjects, etc..

So how does ANMTL relate to the wider field of education research? In the *International Handbook* it is situated within the field of lifelong education and lifelong learning, encompassing ideas such as equality of educational opportunity, democratisation of education, and self-actualisation (Knapper & Cropley, 2000). Here it should be noted that the field of adult and lifelong education and lifelong learning is itself emergent rather than well-established in research terms. Like ANMTL, it is beset by difficult conceptual issues and has had to define itself in relation to a research field dominated by studies of children’s education (Field & Leicester, 2000).

Within lifelong education, ANMTL practice and provision is located at the intersection of what Bishop (1993), building on the work of Coombs (1985), has identified as Formal Mathematics Education (FME), Informal Mathematics Education (IFME) and Non-formal Mathematics Education (NFME). These categories are developed in the *Handbook* in relation to ANMTL as Formal Adult Mathematics Education (FAME), Non-formal Adult Mathematics Education (NAME), and Informal Adult Mathematics Education (IMAE).
Education (NFAME) and Informal Adult Mathematics Education (IFAME) (FitzSimons et al., 2003). FAME is provided through the formal and institutional structures which society intentionally establishes for this purpose (Bishop, 1993, p. 3) and involves full-time, sequential study extending over a period of years, within the framework of a relatively fixed curriculum [It is] in principle, a coherent, integrated system, [which] lends itself to centralized planning, management and financing. (Coombs, 1985, p. 24)

NFAME is part-time, shorter in duration than FAME, focussing on more limited, specific, practical types of knowledge and skills of fairly immediate utility to particular learners (Coombs, 1985, p. 24). It is an “organised, systematic educational activity, carried on outside the framework of the formal system, to provide selected types of learning to particular subgroups in the population” (Coombs, 1985, p. 23). IFAME is:

The life-long process by which every person acquires and accumulates knowledge, skills, attitudes and insight from daily experiences and exposure to the environment. […] Generally informal education is unorganized, unsystematic and even unintentional at times, yet it accounts for the great bulk of any person’s total lifetime learning - including that of even a highly ’schooled’ person (Coombs, 1985, p. 24).

The interdisciplinary nature of ANMTL is explored by Wedege and colleagues (Wedege, Benn, & Maaß, 1999, p.57) who locate it “in the border area between sociology, adult education and mathematics education”. The research domain is described as a moorland, rather than a bounded field, because, like moorland, the land is wild and uncultivated. In this conceptualisation, adults learning mathematics are at the centre and adult education, mathematics education, and mathematics are the closest disciplines, as shown in Figure 1:

![Diagram of the research domain of adults learning mathematics](image-url)
For Wedege, the ANMTL research domain encompasses three superordinate subject areas: teaching, learning and knowing mathematics. She summarises the provisional conclusions of the debate as follows:

- Preliminary place in the scientific landscape: The [ANMTL] community of practice is accepted as a research domain within the didactics of mathematics;
- Subject area: The learner is the focus of the [ANMTL] studies and her/his ‘numeracy’ is understood as mathematics knowledge.
- Problem field: Didactic questions are integrated with general adult education questions in [ANMTL] and the studies are interdisciplinary.
- Two perspectives: The duality between the objective and subjective perspective is implicit, or explicit, in all [ANMTL] problematiques.

In my review of the debate (Coben, 2000, pp 50-51), I characterise ANMTL as an emerging research domain, interdisciplinary within the social sciences and spanning the sub-fields of mathematics education and adult education. ‘Mathematics’ is taken to mean mathematics learned and taught at any level, including the most basic and, in Wedege’s terms, it includes ‘numeracy’, or mathematics in the social context. In the Handbook, FitzSimons, O’Donoghue and I examine the problematic relationship between the related disciplines and the core of the research domain. We contend that, “what is needed is a field-specific framework (or frameworks) for adult mathematics education that integrates all contributions from the core and elsewhere”, with adults and mathematics making adult mathematics education specific as a research enterprise (FitzSimons et al., 2003, p.116). Such contributions must engage with the vexed question of ‘what is numeracy?’ and it is to this question we turn next, considering first, how it relates to mathematics and then how it relates to literacy.

**How does numeracy relate to mathematics?**

The nature of the relationship between numeracy and mathematics is elusive. Concepts and definitions of numeracy with respect to adults are many and varied (Coben et al., 2003)\(^1\), but typically assert, or assume, some relationship between numeracy and mathematics. It is not a relationship of equals: conceptualisations of numeracy commonly refer to mathematics but the converse is not true; conceptualisations of mathematics do not usually involve numeracy.

**The origins of ‘numeracy’**

The term ‘numeracy’ originated in the Crowther Report in England and Wales in 1959 (Ministry of Education, 1959) as the “mirror image of literacy” (Ministry of Education, 1959) (para.398). Numeracy here refers to a sophisticated level of familiarity with the numerate disciplines, just as ‘literacy’ means familiarity with literature – being well-read, rather than simply being able to read. The intention was to bridge the gap between literary and scientific cultures.

\(^1\) See Coben et al. (2003) for a comprehensive review of concepts of numeracy.
Numeracy in the modern sense came to prominence later, in the wake of the Cockcroft Committee’s influential 1982 report on mathematics education. The report proposed reform of the way mathematics was taught to children in schools based on the mathematical demands of adult life (DES/WO, 1982, p.11). The Cockcroft ‘Foundation list of mathematical topics’ (para.458, pp135-140) includes: number; money; percentages; use of calculator; graphs and pictorial representation; spatial concepts; ratio and proportion; and statistical ideas.

Current formulations of numeracy

Via the schools’ National Curriculum in Mathematics, established in 1989, and the National Numeracy Strategy in schools in England from the mid-1990s (DfES, 2002), the Cockcroft list formed the basis for the Adult Numeracy Core Curriculum (DfES, 2001), part of the UK government’s Skills for Life strategy to improve standards of adult literacy and numeracy in England (DfEE, 2001). In Skills for Life numeracy is defined as:

the ability to use mathematics at a level necessary to function at work and in society in general [i.e.,] to: understand and use mathematical information; calculate and manipulate mathematical information; interpret results and communicate mathematical information (DfES, 2001, p.3).


Meanwhile, on the international scene, the UNESCO International Standard Classification of Education (UNESCO, 1997), links literacy and numeracy together at a basic level, as “Literacy and numeracy: Simple and functional literacy, numeracy” and this is the sense in which the term is often used today. But what does this mean in practice and how can it be elaborated to inform policy, practice and further research in this area?

The latest survey of adult skills (and the first to include numeracy), the Adult Literacy and Lifeskills (ALL) Survey, attempts to do this. It defines numeracy as: “the knowledge and skills required to effectively manage the mathematical demands of diverse situations” (Manly & Tout, 2001, p.81). The ALL framework sets out five key facets of numerate behaviour, as follows:

- managing a situation or a problem in a realistic context such as everyday life, work-related, societal or community, and further learning;
- responding to a situation through identifying, interpreting, acting upon, and communicating;
- information about mathematical ideas such as quantity and number, dimension and shape, pattern and relationships, data and chance, and change;
- representations of mathematical information including objects and pictures, numbers and symbols, formulae, diagrams and maps, graphs, tables, and text
- enabling knowledge bases and reasoning processes including contextual knowledge, mathematical (and statistical) knowledge and understanding, mathematical problem-solving skills, literacy skills, and beliefs and attitudes (Manly & Tout, 2001, p. 81).
In addition, a scheme of five factors has been developed to account for the difficulty of different tasks, which, it is claimed, enables an explanation of observed performance in terms of underlying cognitive factors. These are: (1) type of match/problem transparency; (2) plausibility of distractors (including in text); (3) complexity of mathematical information/data; (4) type of operation/skill; (5) expected number of operations (Manly, Tout, van Groenestijn, & Clermont, 2001).

To summarise the relationship between numeracy and mathematics in the discussion thus far: in some conceptualisations of numeracy, including Skills for Life and the ALL Survey, numeracy is regarded as contained within mathematics, and some conceptualisations of adult mathematics learning, such as Wedege et al.’s (1999), see it as encompassing numeracy. In this view, numeracy is seen as an aspect of mathematics; adult numeracy learning (ANL) is seen as an area within adult mathematics learning (AML). This may be represented as \( M \supset N \), with the corollary that \( AML > ANL \).

An alternative conceptualisation, developed in Australia, sees numeracy as “not less than maths but more” (Johnston & Tout, 1995), a way of negotiating the world through mathematics (Johnston & Yasukawa, 2001). In this conceptualisation mathematics and numeracy are not congruent, nor is numeracy “an accidental or automatic by-product of mathematics education at any level. When the goal is numeracy some mathematics will be involved but mathematical skills alone do not constitute numeracy”, as O’Donoghue writes of Ireland (O’Donoghue, 2003, p.8). In Denmark, also, Lindenskov and Wedege have introduced ‘numeralitet’, which has been adopted by the Danish Ministry of Education. It focuses on functional mathematical competence in the changing social and technological context and Wedege defines it as “a math-containing everyday competence” (Wedege, 2001, p.27). In this view, numeracy encompasses more than mathematics (\( N > M \)) and adult numeracy learning encompasses more than mathematics learning (\( ANL > AML \)). The fact that some of the same people (e.g., Wedege and O’Donoghue) locate numeracy both within and beyond mathematics may serve to indicate some of the complexity and shifting nature of the conceptualisation of numeracy with respect to adults.

At this point it may be useful to consider Maguire and O’Donoghue’s organising framework for gauging increasing sophistication in the conceptualisation of numeracy along a continuum (Figure 2).
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**Figure 2:** A continuum of development of the concept of numeracy showing increased level of sophistication from left to right (from Maguire & O’Donoghue, 2005)
The framework is intended to facilitate international comparisons. In the first, ‘Formative Phase’, numeracy is considered as basic arithmetic skills; in the second ‘Mathematical Phase’, numeracy is ‘mathematics in context’, entailing explicit recognition of the importance of mathematics in daily life. The framework culminates in the ‘Integrative Phase’, in which numeracy is viewed as “a complex multifaceted sophisticated construct incorporating the mathematics, cultural, social, emotional and personal aspects of each individual in a particular context” (Maguire & O’Donoghue, 2003, pp. 155-6). Maguire and O’Donoghue situate the Cockcroft conceptualisation at the upper end of the Mathematical Phase and that of the ALL survey at the beginning of the Integrative Phase, with a bridge and arrows between the two phases indicating that there is movement in both directions between them. In their comparison of the development of the concept of numeracy in policy terms in seven countries (Ireland, Canada, USA, UK, the Netherlands, Denmark and Australia), only Denmark and Australia are located in the Integrative Phase, with the UK in the Mathematical Phase and Ireland in the Formative Phase.

Overall, we can see that numeracy and mathematics are not totally distinct from each other: in some conceptualisations, numeracy encompasses mathematics, whereas in others mathematics encompasses numeracy. Either way, mathematics is key to conceptualisations of numeracy, and the degree of integration with and beyond mathematics is taken as a measure of the sophistication of concepts of numeracy in Maguire and O’Donoghue’s framework. Nevertheless, the relationship between mathematics and numeracy remains to a certain extent ambiguous. Any theorisation of that relationship must recognise that education is inherently multidisciplinary and that education is a field of practice as well as a field of research (FitzSimons et al., 2003). But what of numeracy’s other ‘neighbouring’ concept – often a very close neighbour in the realms of policy, practice and educational provision - literacy?

**How does numeracy relate to literacy?**

Adult numeracy is often subsumed within literacy in educational policy, practice and research. For example, Tout and Schmitt point out that “the titles of major legislative actions and documents authorizing and regulating adult basic skills provision in the USA stress the importance of ‘literacy’”, with numeracy appearing only sporadically or omitted entirely in major policy and public relations documents aimed at expanding and improving adult basic education (Tout & Schmitt, 2002).

In this configuration literacy is greater than numeracy: \( L > N \). This conceptualisation has been challenged by Maguire and O’Donoghue (2002) with respect to Ireland and by Cumming (1996) with respect to Australia. Cumming contends that “the inclusion of numeracy as a component of literacy: sometimes explicitly included in literacy agendas, sometimes implicitly, sometimes omitted; is not sufficient”. What is lost when numeracy is subsumed within literacy in this way is the possibility of identifying and exploring key questions and issues in numeracy, including identifying the extent of expenditure of human, financial and other resources on numeracy and hence of redressing any imbalance. In policy and provision terms the effect is clear: expenditure and information on numeracy that might lead to improvements in practice are often impossible to disaggregate from information on literacy; numeracy is rendered invisible.

Gal, one of the authors of the ALL Survey numeracy framework, opposes this tendency. He characterises numeracy as a semi-autonomous area at the intersection between literacy and mathematics (Gal, 2000, p.23). He discusses the links between literacy, language and numeracy under three headings: mathematics as language, in which mathematics is viewed as a separate
language system; language factors in learning mathematics, referring to the role of written and
oral language in communicating mathematics; and language-mathematics links in real-world
contexts, referring to the varying degrees of involvement of language in different numeracy
situations (Gal, 2000, p. 22). Hence, insofar as numeracy is implicated in written texts and other
situations involving literacy, literacy may be seen as a component of numeracy, rather than vice
versa; in this sense, numeracy is greater than literacy: $N > L$.

The close association of numeracy with literacy and language has informed research on
pedagogy, for example: Zevenbergen’s (2000) investigation of the literacy demands of adult
numeracy; and Durgunoglu and Öney’s (2000) discussion of the numeracy needs of adult
literacy students. Stoudt (1994) discusses the process of enhancing numeracy skills in adult
literacy programmes and Tomlin (1995, 2002) discusses the use of approaches developed in
adult literacy work to encourage student writing in numeracy classes. These and other studies
show a lively interest amongst researchers in working out the potential benefits of an integrated
approach to pedagogy, reflecting the fact that provision in adult numeracy is often organized
alongside adult literacy, with some teachers working in both areas. This is so not only in the
industrialised world but also in poorer countries, for example, in the REFLECT programme,
where literacy and numeracy are integrated (Foroni & Newman, 1998).

Literacy and numeracy are also implicated in adults’ life experiences and opportunities
generally. The impact of poor literacy and numeracy on adults’ lives has been investigated by
Parsons and Bynner, using data from two of the British Birth Cohort studies. They asked Does
Numeracy Matter More? and found that “For men the combination of poor literacy and poor
numeracy was significant” while “For women, poor numeracy, independently of the standard of
literacy, is more significant”. This is due to changes in the nature of employment, since “Poor
numeracy skills make it difficult to function effectively in all areas of modern life, particularly
for women” (Parsons & Bynner, 2005, pp. 6-7).

In terms of research methodologies linking literacy and numeracy, a recent research project
at King’s College London has investigated low achievement in children’s numeracy through an
exploration of home and school numeracy practices, using a ‘social literacies’ approach
associated with the New Literacy Studies (Street et al., 2005). Mary Hamilton characterizes this
approach as follows:

The essence of this approach is that literacy competence and need cannot be understood in terms
of absolute levels of skill, but are relational concepts, defined by the social and communicative
practices with which individuals engage in the various domains of their life world. It sees literacy
as historically and socially situated (Hamilton, 2000).

The project considered how far this approach could be applied in research in mathematics
education (Baker et al., 2000, p.159) but while many researchers (including this one) might be
happy to substitute ‘numeracy’ for ‘literacy’ in Hamilton’s statement, above, there are aspects
of the social literacies approach which may not translate well to the investigation of numeracy.
For example, Alison Tomlin, herself a member of the home and school numeracies project
team, points out the invisibility of many numeracy events and practices (Tomlin, 2002). These
may be deeply embedded in context (FitzSimons, 2002) and involve unobservable thought (e.g.,
calculating ‘in the head’), rather than observable action (such as calculating on paper or with a
calculator). As a result, a social literacies approach based in observation and discourse analysis
may have limitations in the development of research methodologies in adult numeracy (Coben
et al., 2003). However, such an approach may be helpful in locating different conceptualisations
of ANMTL for research purposes, as we see next.
Locating different conceptualisations of numeracy

My delineation of two domains of numeracy (Coben 2002, outlined in Figure 3, below) is adapted from a schema developed for adult literacy by Kell (2001) in South Africa. Adult numeracy in Domain One is characterized by formalisation and standardization of the curriculum, and technologisation, unitisation and commodification of learning and learning materials. It is competency-based and outcomes-focused, with certification being the desired outcome, and explicit equivalence with educational levels in schools. It supports normative claims about the beneficial effects of numeracy for the individual and for society. Adult numeracy education in Skills for Life is located in Domain One because, as Kell puts it, speaking of literacy in Domain One, it is “created through the standardising processes of fixing levels, writing unit standards and setting performance criteria” (Kell, 2001, p.100). By contrast, numeracy in Domain Two is “about informal and non-standard mathematics practices and processes in adults’ lives, which may bear little relation to formal, taught mathematics”. Domain One numeracy may have low use value but high exchange value “it is ‘hard currency’, yielding certificates tradeable on the labour market. Domain Two is the opposite: it has high use value but no exchange value beyond the community of practice in which it occurs...; it is ‘soft currency’... [and] situated in Jean Lave’s sense”; it is often ‘invisible’ or unregarded by those directly concerned; and it is often elided with ‘common sense’ (Coben, 2002, p.27).

Kanes’ (2002) “three lenses each offering alternative and competing views of the terrain numeracy encompasses”: visible-numeracy; usable-numeracy; and constructible-numeracy, may be aligned with Domains One and Two. Visible-numeracy “names the kind of knowledge which is intended when using commonly accepted mathematical language and symbols to formulate mathematical relationships and communicate these to others” (p. 341), these are the currency of Domain One. ‘Usable-numeracy’ is “the kind of numerical knowledge exhibited when a person is engaged in real-life problem-solving” (pp. 341-2). It is “complex, and deeply embedded in the context in which it acquires meaning” (p. 344); in my terms, it belongs in Domain Two. Constructible-numeracy brings the education process into play, since it is “produced by an individual/social constructive process usually in a learning situation” (p. 342). Kanes (2002) alerts us to the challenge for adult numeracy educators when he points to the tension between numeracy which is usable but not easily constructible, and numeracy which is easily constructible but less usable (p. 346). This is the tension I perceive for educators attempting to bridge the gap between numeracy in Domains One and Two. I agree with Kanes that “much of what makes numeracy interesting, challenging and important has to do with the ambiguity of its status among the senses of visibility, useability and constructability” (p. 42) and, I would argue, also its ambiguous position in relation to Domains One and Two. Adult numeracy in the two domains is outlined in the Figure 3. This delineation of two domains of adult numeracy may be brought together with Maguire and O’Donoghue’s conceptual framework, as shown in Figure 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADULT NUMERACY IN DOMAINS ONE AND TWO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOMAIN 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use value low; exchange value high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Why?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To gain access to institutions of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modernity; based on the belief that to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be numerate is beneficial both to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>individual and to society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formalised, standardised, certificated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curriculum, positioned as ‘basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skills’ (Kanes’ ‘visible-numeracy’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through teaching and learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materials that may be technologised,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unitised, commodified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learners: those deemed to be deficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers: professional experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(problematic in adult numeracy as the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very concept of numeracy is debated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and the field of professional practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is relatively new and poorly defined);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-professionals; volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At set times, except in Open and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance Learning (ODL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In set locations, except in ODL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Adult Numeracy Learning in Domains One and Two (adapted from Coben, 2002)

Domains of adult numeracy

**Domain One**

- Phases of sophistication
  - Formative Phase
  - Mathematical Phase
  - Integrative Phase

**ANCC**

**Domain Two**

- Phases of sophistication
  - Formative Phase
  - Mathematical Phase
  - Integrative Phase

Figure 4. Comparing conceptualisations of adult numeracy in terms of conceptual sophistication and domain of operation.
Using this matrix, it is possible to plot the positions of different conceptions of adult numeracy both in terms of their degree of sophistication (along the horizontal axis) and in terms of the discursive domain in which they operate (along the vertical axis). Thus the conceptualisation of numeracy expressed in the English Adult Numeracy Core Curriculum (ANCC) is in the top left quadrant: it is located in the Mathematical Phase and operates primarily in Domain One. That expressed in the ALL Survey is located in the bottom right hand quadrant: it is in the Integrative Phase in terms of its degree of sophistication and in Domain Two because it is concerned with adults’ ‘numerate behaviours’ in their lives as a whole. The Danish concept of *numeralitet* is also in this quadrant, but further to the right, since it is more firmly located in the Integrative Phase, and closer to the line dividing Domain One from Domain Two because it has the capacity to generate certification. Elsewhere, Kanes presents a way of thinking about numeracy as a cultural historical activity system, as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Kanes’ model of numeracy as a cultural historical activity system (Kanes 2002, p. 348).](image-url)

In this model, numeracy is the subject of the cultural historical activity system and numerical knowledge is its object (with tensions and anomalies between the visibility, useability and constructibility of that knowledge, as outline above). The instruments of the activity system are mathematical tools and instruments such as calculators, devices for measurements, computers, and so on. The community engaged in the activity is comprised of educators, industry and education and training institutions and the division of labour comprises teachers and curriculum managers, mathematicians and workplace directors. The rules are mathematical rules, protocols and algorithms, as well as workplace protocols and curricula. These elements all interact in the activity system to produce the outcome of models and idealisations – conceptualizations - of numerical (or mathematical) work that we know as numeracy, conditioned by the cultural and historical contexts in which the activity system has developed and “intrinsic to the nature of numeracy in its current state of development” (Kanes, 2002, p.348).
As I noted in my review of research on adult numeracy, any chosen concept of numeracy has significance for key decisions about what is taught, to whom, under what circumstances, and for what purposes, and it is important to recognise that some definitions carry more weight than others because they are enshrined within powerful policy formulations. Against this background,

Kanes’ formulation seems to offer a way forward to help us understand the complexity inherent in conceptualising numeracy; it may even help us to live with the uncertainty surrounding the term (Coben et al., 2003, p.21).

**Locating adult numeracy and mathematics research**

Research in adult numeracy and mathematics teaching and learning is still in the exploratory phase of development. There is much conceptual uncertainty, manifested in shifting relationships between numeracy and mathematics and between numeracy and literacy, and reflecting similarly shifting relationships between these areas in educational practice. Conceptual clarity is needed if research and development are to be clearly focussed, but not at the expense of ignoring awkward realities. Given the diversity of the field – or moorland – there are likely to be many of these. We probably have to live with many of the ambiguities in our present conceptualisations. The map of educational research is itself evolving. It is likely to change still further as insights from contributing disciplines and practices, including new information and communications technologies in the workplace (Hoyles, Wolf, Molyneux-Hodgson, & Kent, 2002) and education (Mellar, Kambouri, Sanderson, & Pavlou, 2004), and the fast-developing field of brain research (Kelly & Davis, 2004), shed light on teaching and learning in all its complexity. It is also possible to select from amongst the models currently available those that seem most suited to the task in hand. For example, anyone developing instruments to assess adults’ numerate behaviours would be well advised to consult the work of the ALL Survey Numeracy team, while anyone attempting to understand educational or other activity involving numeracy and mathematics could choose to do so using the model of numeracy as a cultural and historical activity system outlined in Figure 5, above.

So what kind of research is needed now, given that “research must be closely linked with practice in a field where development and improvement in practice have priority status”, with the relationship between research and practice interactive, mutually beneficial and supportive, and with research and development leading to improved practice in the field of adult mathematics education (FitzSimons et al., 2003, p.117)?

Drawing on a conceptualisation from the ‘hard sciences’, a recent review of educational research and development policy in England (OECD/CERI, 2002) advocates “use-inspired basic research”, situated within what Stokes (Stokes, 1997) has called “Pasteur’s Quadrant”. Stokes recasts the conventional view of the tension between understanding and use, citing as a model the work of Louis Pasteur in laying the foundations of microbiology.
Figure 6. Inspirations for research (adapted from Pasteur’s Quadrant: Basic Science and Technological Innovation, Stokes 1997)

Pasteur’s Quadrant would seem to be an appropriate location for research in adult mathematics and numeracy teaching and learning, as Black (2003) argues it is for mathematics education research generally. “Use-inspired basic research” has the potential to generate useful knowledge and address issues related to the accumulation and dissemination of such knowledge. It must be both inspired by the problems and issues arising in practice and basic in the sense of laying the foundations for the further development of the field.
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